Book 1 To The Rescue Of The Little Dog My
First T
Thank you categorically much for downloading book 1 to the rescue of the little dog my ﬁrst t.Most
likely you have knowledge that, people have look numerous period for their favorite books bearing in
mind this book 1 to the rescue of the little dog my ﬁrst t, but stop up in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good PDF like a cup of coﬀee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled
once some harmful virus inside their computer. book 1 to the rescue of the little dog my ﬁrst t is
welcoming in our digital library an online access to it is set as public in view of that you can download it
instantly. Our digital library saves in fused countries, allowing you to get the most less latency times to
download any of our books past this one. Merely said, the book 1 to the rescue of the little dog my ﬁrst t
is universally compatible in imitation of any devices to read.

Captain Awesome to the Rescue! Stan Kirby 2012-04-03 When second-grader Eugene and his family
move to a new neighborhood and he starts at a new school, he has a chance to bring out his superhero
alter ego, Captain Awesome, to ﬁnd the kidnapped class hamster.
Rubble to the Rescue! Kristen L. Depken 2015-07-21 Rubble the puppy tries to be a superhero for a
day, but ﬁnds he still needs a helping paw from the rest of Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol. Boys and girls ages
4 to 6 will love this Step 1 Step into Reading leveled reader featuring a shiny cover and two sheets of
shiny stickers. Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with
picture clues help children decode the story. For children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading.
Ranger's Rescue Caitlyn Lynch 2021-04-24 A dedicated Army Ranger captain must rescue his one-time
love, the daughter of a prominent South American politician kidnapped by a ruthless drug lord.
Kidnapped by a ruthless drug lord to use as leverage against her father, a powerful South American
politician, Ariana Monterro needs a miracle. Discovering the kidnapping was an inside job, her desperate
father turns to the one man he knows he can trust to put his life on the line for Ariana: Army Ranger
Captain Jack McAuley. Six years ago, Jack walked away from Ariana after making the biggest mistake of
his life. Now, he's heading into the South American jungle armed to the teeth with only one thing on his
mind. Get. Her. Back.
Mimi and Maty to the Rescue! Brooke Smith 2012-09-11 Working together to rescue animals, Mimi and
her three-legged dog, Maty, help their friend George search for a missing rat whose disappearance is tied
to a nasty pair of siblings and a local pie shop. A ﬁrst children's book.
The Rescue (Guardians of Ga’Hoole, Book 3) Kathryn Lasky 2016-12-22 The owls of Ga'Hoole return
in the third book of the series ready to battle new and far more dangerous threats. Based on Katherine
Lasky's work with owls, this adventures series is bound to be a hit with kids. Join the owls in their quest to
safeguard the owl kingdom from the encroaching evil!
Mercy Watson to the Rescue Kate DiCamillo 2013-10-08 The ﬁrst adventure of this NEW YORK TIMES
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best-selling porcine wonder is now available as an e-book. (Ages 6 - 8) Features an audio read-along! To
Mr. and Mrs. Watson, Mercy is not just a pig – she's a porcine wonder. And to the portly and good-natured
Mercy, the Watsons are an excellent source of buttered toast, not to mention that buttery-toasty feeling
she gets when she snuggles into bed with them. This is not, however, so good for the Watsons' bed.
BOOM! CRACK! As the bed and its occupants slowly sink through the ﬂoor, Mercy escapes in a ﬂash – "to
alert the ﬁre department," her owners assure themselves. But could Mercy possibly have another
emergency in mind – like a sudden craving for their neighbors' sugar cookies? Welcome to the wry and
endearing world of Mercy Watson – an ebullient new character for early chapter-book readers in a series
that's destined to be a classic.
Mimi and Maty to the Rescue! Brooke Smith 2014-03-04 Mimi and her three-legged dog Maty are
determined to help rescue any animal that needs help. Armed with their trusty animal rescue notebook,
Mimi and Maty set out to ﬁnd their beloved sheep Sadie, who has gone missing at Aunt Bee’s farm. Mimi
keeps track of all of the clues she and Maty ﬁnd during their search for Sadie. Along with their friends
Henry and Finn (Maty’s puppy crush), this dynamic team of animal rescuers race against time to ﬁnd
Sadie before has her baby! But will they ﬁnd Sadie in time? Or will Mimi’s nemesis, Icky Vicky, get in the
way?Inspired by real-life Mimi Ausland (founder of freekibble.com) and her special three-legged dog
Maty, this is the exciting and much-anticipated second book in the Mimi and Maty series (the recipient of
the 2013 Bookies Bravo Award given to books with positive impact by Milk + Bookies). Mimi’s dedication
to helping animals?and her meticulous detective skills?are sure to inspire young animal lovers and
budding private eyes of all ages! Second grade through fourth grade readers are the primary target
audience for the book, though it's a story that the advanced early elementary student will be excited to
sit through and listen to, picking out words they are learning. Parents will love the important lessons
inside, including following through on goals, being an individual, and helping others. There is a strong
message of animal advocacy and pet rescue throughout, which reﬂects the mission of Freekibble.com,
Mimi Ausland's nonproﬁt company. Those who loved the ﬁrst book in the series will be sure to enjoy the
second installment of Mimi and Maty's adventures rescuing animals and solving mysteries.Sky Pony
Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books
for young readers?picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and
novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told
with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise ﬁnd a home.
The Rescue Steven Konkoly 2019-04 For fans of Tom Clancy and Lee Child, a heart-pumping thriller of
betrayal, revenge, and conspiracy by USA Today bestselling author Steven Konkoly. Former CIA operative
turned mercenary for hire Ryan Decker's specialty is rescuing kidnap victims. Hired by an inﬂuential US
senator to liberate her daughter from a human-traﬃcking ring, Decker never anticipated sabotage or that
the assault could go so disastrously wrong. The hostage is dead. His team is wiped out, and so are their
families, including Decker's own wife and son--eliminated one by one by the Russian maﬁa. And he's
survived to take the fall. When he's inexplicably freed soon into a ten-year sentence in federal prison,
Decker suspects another setup. And private investigator Harlow Mackenzie knows he's right. She has
evidence that a power greater than the Russian mob was behind the raid that ruined Decker's life. The
next move in a nationwide cat-and-mouse game of high-level sedition is up to them. Fueled by revenge
and an obsession to clear his name, Decker has only one mission: to destroy a growing conspiracy before
it's too late.
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Preschool to the Rescue Judy Sierra 2001 When a mud puddle traps a pizza van, police car, tow truck,
and other vehicles, a group of preschoolers comes along and saves the day. Full-color illustrations.
Buddy to the Rescue (Bob Books Stories: Scholastic Reader, Level 1) Lynn Maslen Kertell
2022-06-28 Save the day with a heroic pup in this Scholastic Level 1 Reader from the creators of the
beloved Bob Books® learn-to-read phonics box sets. Perfect for reading alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books
box sets, or for any child reading at Guided Reading Level G. Buddy the dog wants a snack at the fair, but
his humans—Jack and Anna—say no. But then Buddy notices some trouble at the hot dog stand! Can
Buddy save the day and earn his treat? Bob Books Stories include: Words that children can sound out
(decode); both short and long vowels Sight words Simple sentence structures Simple, colorful, friendly
illustrations that support children’s reading and add fun! Longer stories than the books in the Bob Books
box sets, which helps children build reading endurance Bob Books has been helping children learn to
read through simple phonics and playful text and illustrations for more than forty years. Your child will
soon join the millions of happy kids who say, “I read the whole book!"®
Animal Rescue Friends Gina Loveless 2021-06-15 At the Animal Rescue Friends shelter, everyone is
looking for a way to belong--kids and animals alike. From Epic! Originals, Animal Rescue Friends is a
heartwarming, three-book graphic novel series ﬁlled with humor and furry friendships. Welcome to
Animal Rescue Friends, where any stray can ﬁnd a friendly face--furry or otherwise. This ﬁrst collection of
middle-grade comics includes ﬁve tales of found family: A lonely girl living in the suburbs ﬁnds happiness
with a stray pit bull; a protective mama ferret and her six kits learn to trust a shelter volunteer; a shy boy
stands up for himself with the help of a strong-willed bunny; a cantankerous cat helps to mend a troubled
relationship; and the shelter's unoﬃcial mascot eventually ﬁnds a home. Perfect for animal-loving kids,
this adorable comics series will inspire and uplift.
Mercy Watson Thinks Like a Pig Kate DiCamillo 2014-02-25 Can Mercy Watson outwit . . . Animal
Control? The porcine wonder’s on the lam in her latest tongue-in-snout adventure! Features an audio
read-along! Mercy's appetite has got her into trouble again. When Eugenia Lincoln's pansies go missing,
Animal Control Oﬃcer Francine Poulet arrives on the scene. But as she soon discovers, not just anyone
can think like a pig. Especially when that pig is porcine wonder Mercy Watson!
The Bolds to the Rescue Julian Clary 2017-04-01 The Bolds—the hyena family successfully impersonating
as humans—have become legendary in the animal kingdom. Soon their house is full of visitors hoping to
learn how to pass as humans too. There's a crocodile who can't quite tame her appetite, a poodle who
wants to be a famous singer, and runaway racehorses hiding from their owner. With so many
houseguests, the Bolds have their hands (ahem, paws) full. Can they teach these outcast critters to
survive in the human world?
Bushﬁre Rescue Justin D'Ath 2010-01-01 After trying to save a prize bull from being stolen by rustlers,
Sam Fox ﬁnds himself trapped in the moutains as a bushﬁre rages and he has to rely on Chainsaw, a
rodeo bull, to ﬁnd his way out.
Daddy to the Rescue Susan Kearney 2003 Daddy To The Rescue by Susan Kearney released on Mar 25,
2003 is available now for purchase.
Search and Rescue S. L. Hamilton 2015-08 This title introduces readers to the job of search and rescue. A
short history of the profession is included, and various search and rescue jobs are examined such as airsea, mountain, cave, ﬂood, urban, wilderness, and canine. Education and training needed to become a
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search and rescue team member is covered, such as programs at the National Association for Search and
Rescue and Community Emergency Response Team programs. Xtreme facts provide additional
information on this exciting job. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
A&D Xtreme is an imprint of Abdo Publishing Company, a division of ABDO.
Paramedics to the Rescue Nancy White 2011-08-01 Describes the work that paramedics do in a wide
variety of situations, and discusses the origins of the profession, their preparation and training, and why
people become paramedics.
Alphabet Rescue Audrey Wood 2006 While on vacation in Alphabet City, Little e and the other lowercase
letters repair an old ﬁre truck and come to the rescue when a ﬁre engulfs the letter-making factory.
Friends to the Rescue David Armentrout 2021-07 Everyone is having fun at the summer picnic until a
wind blows Chester's lunch into the mud, but just when he thinks he will not have anything his friends
share their food with him.
Rescue Me Christy Reece 2009 Eden St. Claire's latest mission for Last Chance Rescue Enterprises
brings her back into unwelcome contact with an old lover, Jordan Montgomery, as together they
investigate a kidnapping ring that focuses on women and children.
Lily to the Rescue W. Bruce Cameron 2020-03-17 An irresistible chapter book series from the New York
Times bestselling author of A Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other
animals! Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind people at the
animal shelter run by Maggie Rose’s mom. Now she has a very important purpose: to rescue other
animals in trouble. In Lily to the Rescue, Lily meets a crow with a broken wing, so she and Maggie Rose
take the crow home to Mom. But when the crow starts to become too tame, some unexpected problems
arise. It’s Lily to the rescue! More Puppy Tales for young readers by W. Bruce Cameron: Lily to the
Rescue: Two Little Piggies Bailey’s Story Ellie’s Story Max’s Story Molly’s Story Shelby’s Story Toby’s
Story At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Krie Captivity Kora Knight 2016-02-29 Nira. Astrum Industries' newest charted planet. Freshly discovered.
Wholly unexplored. But that won't be the case for long. Led by Captain Alec Hamlin, a team of explorers
make an emergency landing and are soon confronted by their ﬁrst Niran native. A huge male Kríe packed
with muscle and bearing small, black horns and fangs. Fortunately, he's friendly. Or so he lets them
believe. With the help of his pack, the Kríe takes Alec's team captive, intending to sell them for proﬁt. But
these Nirans aren't just shrewd, they're arrogant and domineering. And most of all, extremely sexual.
Which explains why, on their journey to peddle their new wares, they feed Alec's team a powerful
aphrodisiac. Nothing like some decadent entertainment on the side. Soon the team ﬁnds themselves
feverishly trying to resist the growing urge to get physical with their captors. But as passion prevails and
unexpected bonds form, so much more is suddenly at stake. With no time left, will a shift in Kríe
perspective be enough to change the fate of Alec's team? Warning: Contains mild dub/con elements, and
explicitly scorching gay sex with exotic and shamelessly kinky males of otherworldly descent.
Rescue You Elysia Whisler 2020-10-27 She needs a fresh start. He’s got scars that haven’t healed. With
the help of some rescue dogs, they’ll discover that everyone deserves a chance at happiness. After a
year of heartbreak and loss, the only thing keeping Constance aﬂoat is the dog rescue she works at with
her sister, Sunny. Desperate for a change, Constance impulsively joins a new gym, even though it seems
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impossibly hard, and despite the gym’s prickly owner. Rhett Santos keeps his gym as a refuge for his
former-military brothers and to sweat out his own issues. He’s ready to let the funny redhead join, but
unprepared for the way she wiggles past his hard-won defenses. When their dog rescue is threatened,
the sisters ﬁght to protect it. And they need all the help they can get. As Rhett and Constance slowly
open up to each other, they’ll ﬁnd that no one is past rescuing; what they need is the right person—or
dog—to save them.
Salamander Rescue Pamela McDowell 2016-04-26 Cricket McKay has lived in Waterton all her life, so
she is surprised to discover an animal she hasn’t seen before: the long-toed salamander. She ﬁnds a
band of them migrating from the pond to their hibernation grounds at Crandell Mountain. Crossing the
road that lies between the pond and the mountain is dangerous enough, but now a newly-constructed
curb makes their journey even more challenging. Can Cricket and her friends come up with a solution to
help the salamanders? Salamander Rescue is the second book featuring Cricket and friends, following
Ospreys in Danger.
Rubble to the Rescue (PAW Patrol) Nickelodeon Publishing 2015-08-01 PAW Patrol is Nickelodeon’s new
animated action-adventure series starring a pack of six heroic puppies led by a tech-savvy boy named
Ryder. This book is perfect for boys and girls ages 3 to 7. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio
narration.
Ember (Rescue Dogs #1) Sarah Hines-Stephens 2020-01-07 Action and adventure with high stakes
and a happy ending -- and dogs! After Ember is rescued from a devastating house ﬁre, she longs for a
forever home. But every family that adopts the yellow Lab puppy brings her back, saying she is
untrainable, has too much energy, or is just plain destructive. After three failed placements, young
Ember is out of options.The Sterling family runs a ranch that turns rescued dogs into rescue dogs.
They're willing to take a chance on the young Lab, not knowing that Ember's ﬁrst rescue will test her
skills and strength beyond imagination...
Rescue on the Oregon Trail (Ranger in Time #1) Kate Messner 2015-01-06 Meet Ranger! He's a
time-traveling golden retriever who has a nose for trouble . . . and always saves the day! Ranger has
been trained as a search-and-rescue dog, but can't oﬃcially pass the test because he's always getting
distracted by squirrels during exercises. One day, he ﬁnds a mysterious ﬁrst aid kit in the garden and is
transported to the year 1850, where he meets a young boy named Sam Abbott. Sam's family is migrating
west on the Oregon Trail, and soon after Ranger arrives he helps the boy save his little sister. Ranger
thinks his job is done, but the Oregon Trail can be dangerous, and the Abbotts need Ranger's help more
than they realize!
Rainbow Fish to the Rescue! Marcus Pﬁster 2015-08-28 Although his friends want to ignore the new
striped ﬁsh in their midst, Rainbow Fish decides to help him when a shark attacks.
Binky to the Rescue Ashley Spires 2010-09-01 While in hot pursuit of an alien invader (a bug), Binky
suddenly ﬁnds himself in outer space (outside) and must rescue his copilot Ted (stuﬀed mousie) from an
enemy warship (wasps- nest)! Will Binky be able to save his best friend?
Rescue Kemmie Michaels 2014-05-19 Ledger sees the defeat in her eyes the moment she sits at the bar,
devastated and beautiful. The emptiness in her gaze he understands to his core, and he's instantly
compelled to help this brown-haired beauty ﬁght the source of her pain. Cruelly, the past refuses to let
her go. Desire and danger ﬁght to pull her life in two directions…but those forces may crumble as Ledger
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passionately ﬁghts harder than any barrier they face.
Water Rescue Dogs Sara Green 2009-01-01 For years, humans have relied on their canine companions
to surpass the status of a family pet. Dogs sniﬀ out bombs, chase down criminals, and even go to war.
Others provide guidance and comfort to those who need it most. Meet the brave and loyal dogs that
come to the rescue when people can't manage alone.
Wren to the Rescue Sherwood Smith 2004 Fantasy adventure. With the help of a prince and an
apprentice wizard, Wren strives to rescue Princess Tess, from the fortress of a wicked king. 10 yrs+
Hold Your Breath Katie Ruggle 2016-04-05 "Vivid and charming."—CHARLAINE HARRIS, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse series Lou is a hurricane. A walking disaster. And with
her, Callum's never felt more alive...even if keeping her safe may just kill him. Lou's new to the Rockies,
intent on escaping her controlling ex, and she's determined to make it on her own terms...no matter how
tempting her new ice dive captain Callum Cook may be. But when a routine training exercise unearths a
body, Lou and Callum ﬁnd themselves thrust into a deadly game of cat and mouse with a killer who'll
stop at nothing to silence Lou-and prove that not even her new Search and Rescue brotherhood can keep
her safe forever. In the remote Rocky Mountains, lives depend on the Search & Rescue brotherhood. But
in a place this far oﬀ the map, trust is hard to come by and secrets can be murder... "Gripping suspense,
unique heroines, sexy heroes." —CHRISTINE FEEHAN, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author Search and
Rescue Series: On His Watch (FREE novella) Hold Your Breath (Book 1) Fan the Flames (Book 2) Gone too
Deep (Book 3) In Safe Hands (Book 4) After the End (FREE novella) What People Are Saying: "I love
Ruggle's characters. They're sharply drawn, and vividly alive. I'm happy when they ﬁnd each other. These
are wonderful escapist books."—CHARLAINE HARRIS, #1 New York Times Bestselling author of the Sookie
Stackhouse series "Sexy and suspenseful, I couldn't turn the pages fast enough."—JULIE ANN WALKER,
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author for Hold Your Breath "Chills and thrills and a sexy
slow-burning romance from a terriﬁc new voice."—D.D. AYRES, author of the K-9 Rescue Series for Hold
Your Breath
The Rescue Princesses #1: Secret Promise Paula Harrison 2013-05-28 These are no ordinary
princesses--they're Rescue Princesses! Princess Emily sometimes wishes that being a princess meant
more than wearing fancy dresses and performing endless curtsies. She longs for a life-changing
adventure-and she may just get one! Someone is plotting to hurt the deer who live in beautiful Mistberg
Forest. Together with some new friends, Emily will have to use her smarts, her savvy, and even some
newfound ninja skills to save them.
Farm Rescue Sally & Darrel Odgers 2017-01-01 Stamp is having a pawfectly wonderful time traveling
around the country with his owner, James, and his terrier friend Ace, in the Fourby 4WD. As the Pup Patrol
drive around Australia, they not only meet lots of new friends, but they have plenty of time for some wild
adventures, too!Stamp and James are on their way to Cowfork when a ﬂash ﬂood forces them to stop and
take refuge with the Peppers. With the Peppers' dog Rusty missing, the farm ﬂooded and a group of
sheep stranded on an island, it's up to Stamp to prove himself and save the day.
The Creature of the Pines Adam Gidwitz 2018-04-10 A New York Times bestseller! Unicorns are real.
(At least we think they are.) Are you ready to protect the creatures of myth and legend? Then you belong
in The Unicorn Rescue Society. HURRY–THE CREATURES NEED YOU! Elliot Eisner isn't exactly thrilled with
the ﬁrst day at his new school. His class is going on a ﬁeld trip to a creepy forest called the Pine Barrens.
The trip is being led by Professor Fauna, the weirdest teacher Elliot has ever met. And the only kid who
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will talk to Elliot, Uchenna Devereaux, isn’t afraid of danger. She likes danger. Elliot and Uchenna are
about to become part of a secret group of adventurers, The Unicorn Rescue Society, whose goal is to
protect and defend the world’s mythical creatures. Together with Professor Fauna, Elliot and Uchenna
must help rescue a Jersey Devil from a duo of conniving, greedy billionaires, the Schmoke Brothers. Join
Elliot and Uchenna on their very ﬁrst quest as members of the Unicorn Rescue Society in this fantasyadventure series from Adam Gidwitz, the beloved bestselling and Newbery Honor-winning author of The
Inquisitors Tale and A Tale Dark & Grimm. Illustrated throughout, this is the perfect ﬁt for newly
independent readers looking for a story full of adventure, fun, and friendship.
Search and Rescue April Wilson 2021-10-26 When nature warrior Hannah McIntyre goes missing in the
Rocky Mountains, her brother organizes a search and rescue team. Killian Devereaux, a former military
special-ops soldier who now works for a private security company, leads the mission. Killian grew up in
the Louisiana bayou hunting gators with his Cajun grandpapa. Searching the wilderness for a missing
woman is right up his alley. He's determined to ﬁnd her because one thing is certain - Hannah haunts his
dreams, and he's not about to give up on her.
It Started With A Rescue Jillian Adams 2020-08-29 A small town girl who's more interested in playing
sports than going on dates. A summer lifeguard who is used to getting attention for his tanned muscles
and good looks. Can two teenagers from opposite worlds ﬁnd love? Jaxx Carter is ready for a summer at
the beach. Being a nanny in the Hamptons seemed like the perfect thing to do after high school
graduation, so it didn't take a lot of convincing from her best friend to get her to agree to the job--even
though she did feel like a ﬁsh out of water among the beautiful people that she now saw all around her.
Nate Wilson is ready for another fun summer at the beach. He loved nothing more than the long sunny
days spent at the pristine beach club and nightly bonﬁres by the water. He couldn't imagine a better way
to earn some summer cash. When Jaxx--normally very conﬁdent in her swimming abilities--ﬁnds herself
in trouble while out for a swim, Nate comes to her rescue--something that leaves her feeling both
surprised and horriﬁed. She wants nothing more than to put the scare behind her but for some reason
she's having a hard time forgetting about those strong tanned arms that had brought her to safety. It
Started With A Rescue is the ﬁrst standalone book in the Nanny Tales: The Hamptons teen sweet
romance series. If you like beach romances and ﬂirtatious twists of fate, then you'll love Jillian Adams'
idyllic tale of love and romance for young adults. Buy It Started With A Rescue to get swept away by a
summer beach romance today! Read all the books in the Nanny Tales series! It Started With A Rescue
(Jaxx and Nate)It Started With A Joke (Kelsie and Frankie)It Started With A Song (Maby and Devon)
To the Rescue! Kate Riggs 2016-03-08 From propellers that whir to lights that ﬂash, rescue vehicles
attract everyone's attention! To the Rescue! oﬀers up a fun, foundational introduction to six helpful
vehicles that are sure to fascinate every preschool learner. Simple, rhythmical text introduces each
automobile or aircraft by its deﬁnitive action. Whimsical illustrations, meanwhile, pair emergency
situations with friendly characters. Set within a durable board book format, this is a title all young readers
will race to save from the bookshelf!
The Animal Rescue Agency #1: Case File: Little Claws Eliot Schrefer 2021-01-12 New York Times
bestselling author Eliot Schrefer introduces a delightful and dynamic animal duo in a race against time to
save a polar bear cub in the ﬁrst book of this hilarious and heartwarming middle grade series about
friendship and conservation. When an animal is in trouble, there’s only one place to turn: the Animal
Rescue Agency! Dashing Esquire Fox used to organize the world’s most elaborate chicken raids until the
day she encountered Mr. Pepper. Meeting the blustery old rooster changed her heart, convincing her to
turn from a life of crime and instead form the Animal Rescue Agency, which masterminds rescue
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operations across the globe. Esquire and her unlikely chicken business manager coordinate their far-ﬂung
agents to get them to the Arctic. In that frozen land they learn that what happened to the polar bear cub
was no accident—and that saving him will pit them against the scariest predator in the world: a human.
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